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Nickolay Laverov, academician, Chairman of Global Energy
Board of Trustees, vice President of Russian Academy of
Science
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen!
Previous year brought a lot for the power industry in Russia and in the whole
world. In 2012, the most progressive countries focused on solving serious
issues challenging mankind: improvement of energy efficiency, reliability and
rationality of power sources usage, finding new sources of energy.
It is natural, that significant input to solve such problems was given by
scientists from the whole world working in the field of energy and neighbouring fields. For 10 years already Global Energy has been praising these
outstanding people, as their input can turn into breakthrough of world’s
energy security, find new horizonts in space exploration.
I would like to congratulate one more time all laureates of this decade,
Global Energy Partnership team, all friends and partners and wish a lot of
success in this highly important project.
Nickolay Laverov,
Chairman of Global Energy Board of Trustees

Section 1
About Global Energy Prize

Section 1

About The Global Energy Prize

Igor Lobovsky,
President of Global Energy Non-Profit Partnership
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen!
2012 was very interesting and eventful for Global Energy as this year Global
Energy turned 10. We got a lot of congratulations from all over the world, all
laureates of this decade came to celebrate this event. The facts speak for themselves: the prize develops actively.
During these ten years hundreds of scientists from dozens of countries were
nominated for the prize. Number of countries nominating their candidates rose
from 7 to 59. 2700 energy experts participated in nominating process in 2012.
Variety of topics for the contest increased considerably.
All programs of the Non-profit Partnership created during these 10 years
develop successfully. We pay special attention to programs four youth. Our
winners of Energy of Youth research project contest work successfully in their
motherland and in overseas research centers. We hope our little winners of
Energy of Kids contest will tie their lives with energy one day.
Russian President Vladimir Putin congratulating Global Energy said very
precious for us words: “For the time of its existence, Global Energy became one
of the most prestigious international awards by uniting over common goals and
tasks creative society of talented scientists, researchers, energy specialists from
Russia and many foreign countries”. That’s why during the next decade we are
going to have even more complex and interesting tasks.
Igor Lobovsky,
President of Gobal Energy Non-profit Partnership
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“For the time of its existence, Global Energy became one
of the most prestigious international awards by uniting
over common goals and tasks creative society of talented
scientists, researchers, energy specialists from Russia and
many foreign countries. Every year the Prize enhances
its authority, the prize award ceremony is famous for
the unrepeatable atmosphere of creativity, openness and
scientific collaboration”.
Vladimir Putin, President of Russia
Extract from speech at Global Energy Prize Summit, October 2012

Global Energy Prize

Global Energy Prize is an independent reward
for outstanding scientific and technical
research and development in the field of
energy, which supports improvement of efficiency and environmental security of power
sources on the Earth for the sake of all
mankind

T

he prize was founded in Russia by Global Energy
Non-profit Partnership supported by leading
Russian energy companies: Gazprom, Surgutneftegaz, OJSC FGS UES.
Global Energy stimulates development of energy as a science
and shows importance of international energy partnership,
as well as governmental and private investments into power
supply, energy saving and energy security at the planet.
Scientific and process achievements have to serve to long
term goals of mankind development, improve social security
and level of life of people in all countries.

Statistics

S

ince 2003, laureates were 27 scientists from 9 countries: Great Britain, Germany, Iceland, Canada,
Russia, the USA, Ukraine, France, and Japan. The
Prize fund in 2012 made 33 million rubles.
List of people authorized to nominate for the prize consists
of 2700 scientist from 59 countries, updated every year.
Among them are Noble laureates in physics, chemistry, Kyoto
Max Planck, Wolf, Balzan laureates, as well as Global Energy
Laureates from the previous years. It is the Global Energy
Award Committee who selects prize laureates.
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Board of Trustees
the Government of the Russian Federation,
S. Kirienko, CEO of Rosatom State Nuclear
Energy Corporation,
N. Laverov, Vice President of RAS, academician (Chairman of Board of Trustees),
A. Miller, Gazprom Management Board Chairman, E. Nabiullina Assistant to the President
of the Russian Federation,
A. Novak, Ministry of Energy of the Russian
Federatoin, I. Sechin, Management Board
Head, President Rosneft I. Usufov, Gazprom,
Member of Board of Directors, S. Yastrzhembsky, Producer and Director of the company
for the production of documentary films
“Yastreb Film”.

International Award Committee

T

o organize scientific contest and to facilitate annual prize award, the General Meeting
of Partnership Members establishes and approves structure of the International Award
Committee. This can include heads of the most authoritative scientific bodies, outstanding scientists who achieved international recognition in the field of energy, governmental and social officials of Russia and foreign countries. The International Award Committee has 25 members including the chairman. Members of the International Award Committee, in
which number of Russian members can not exceed number of foreign members is approved by
the General Meeting of the Partnership and disclosed to the public domain. Rodney John Allam
(United Kingdom) has been head of the International Award Committee since 2012.

Brook Barry (Australia)
Professor, Director of The Environment
Institute, University of Adelaide
Epov Mikhail (Russia)
Director, Trofimuk Institute of Oil and Gas
Geology and Geophysics. Academician of
the Russian Academy of Sciences
Fair Harry (USA)
Founder and Chairman,Institute for
strategic and innovative technologies,
professor
Fedorov Mikhail (Russia)
Scientific Adviser for the Programme
of the National Research University.
Academician of the Russian Academy
of Sciences
Gromov Alexander (Russia)
Professor at the Tomsk Polytechnic
University, Professor at the Milan
Polytechnic University
Katorgin Boris (Russia)
Academician of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, Head of Resarch and
Education Centre “Energophizicheskiye
sistemy” at Moscow Aviation
Institute, laureate of the Global
Energy Prize 2012
Kenderdine Melanie (USA)
Executive Director of MIT Energy Initiative

Section 1

International Awards Committee
includes 25 scientists from 10 countries
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Konoplyanik Andrey (Russia)
Adviser to Director General of Gazprom
Export, Professor, International Oil
and Gas Business Department, Gubkin
Russian State University of Oil and Gas

Aymar Robert (France)
Senior Scientific Advisor to CEO,
French Atomic Energy (2004–2008)

Blees Thomas Albert (USA)
President, Science Council
for Global Initiatives

Kontorovich Aleksei (Russia)
Scientific Supervisor, Institute of Oil
Geology and Geophysics. Academician
of the Russian Academy of Sciences

Allam Rodney John (United Kingdom)
Chairman of the International Award
Committee. Director of Technology
for Net Power LLC (2004–2008)

Bonifert Marta Szigeti
(Hungary)
Exective Director, Regional
Envronmental Centre (REC)

Kudryavtsev Nikolai (Russia)
Rector, Moscow Institute of Physics and
Technology. Corresponding Member of the
Russian Academy of Sciences

NG’Wandu Pius Yasebasi (Tanzania)
Managing Director, Yaseconsult LTD
Petrenya Yury (Russia)
Technical director OJSC “Power Machines”,
Doctor of Science
Reutov Boris (Russia)
Deputy executive director NBIK center under
Kurchatov Institute Research Center, Depity
Minister Counselor, Ministry for Education
and Science of the Russian Federation
Riedle Klaus (Germany)
Board Member, VDI-GEU.
Professor, Doctor-Engineer
Ronen Yigal (Israel)
President, Israel Nuclear Society,
Vice President Eurasian International
Academy of Sciences. Foreign Member of
the Russian Academy of Sciences
Rusakova Vlada (Russia)
OJSC “Gazprom”, Member of the Board
(till February 2013), Head of the
Department of Strategic Development
(till December 2012)
Sigfusson Thorsteinn Ingi (Iceland)
General Director, Innovation Centre Iceland.
Professor
Spalding Brian (United KIngdom)
Managing Director, CHAM Limited.
Member of the London Royal Society.
Foreign Member of the Russian Academy
of Sciences
Trivelpiece Alvin (USA)
Consultant, Sandia National Laboratories
Voropai Nikolai (Russia)
Director, Melentev Energy Systems,
Corresponding Member of the Russian
Academy of Sciences
Yergin Daniel (USA)
Founder and Chairman of IHS Cambridge
Energy Research Associates

About the Global Energy Prize

G

lobal Energy Board of Trustees
is responsible for general management of nomination and award.
The Board of Trustees is formed for
5 year term by the General Meeting of Global
Energy Non-profit Partnership Members.
Board of Trustees members do not participate in nomination of candidates, analysis
of submitted projects; they do not make the
final decision. Board of Trustees members
do not get any compensation. Board of Trustees Members: V. Bogdanov, General Director of Surgutneftegas O. Budargin, FGC
UES Management Committee Chairman
M. Gorbachev, Laureate of Noble Peace
Prize, A. Dvorkovich, Deputy Chairman of
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International Experts Institute

T

o professionally evaluate
projects nominated for the
Prize beforehand, we carry
out professional expertise
of projects approved for the contest.
Global Energy Partnership after
contest start has been announced
and after nomination questionnaires
had been received, carries out its
own expertise for compliance of the
project to the Prize Regulation. After

that, the Partnership forms pool
of experts, engaging authoritative
international companies, industrial
international energy organizations,
international consulting agents, who
issue their recommendations on
specific persons to the Partnership.
Partnership President in his
order approves the independent
expert pool. Nominated project is
sent for an expertise to a proper

expert, as outlined in the list of pool
members. As a result, the expert
issues an act of expertise in the form
approved by the Partnership.
Information on personalities of expert body is confidential. Results of expert work are
not disclosed, acts of expertise
are stored in the Partnership with
copies sent to members of International Committee.

Organizational and financial support of preparation and handing in the
prize, its legal and informational support, as well as implementation of
other programs is carried out by Global Energy, Non-profit Partnership
for development of international research and projects in the field of
energy. The partnership is run by its President

Section 2

Deliverables of The Global
Energy Non-profit partnership

Other programs of Global Energy Partnership
Energy of Youth

Russian Contest of Youth Research Projects in the
Field of Energy. Held annually among specialized scientific and educating bodies of the Russian
Federation.
Main goal is to facilitate progress in Russian
energy industry, which can be achieved by stimulating young scientists and raising their interest
towards research in this field.

Energy of Kids

Russian national contest of children projects in the
field of energy.

Energy of WordS

Section 1

International media contest aimed at appraisal of
mass media and journalists writing articles about
energy.
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Energy of Knowledge

Program facilitating positive understanding of
energy for youth, uncovering potential of young
scientists, solving problems of human resources for
power industry. The program organizes interactive

lectures of Global Energy Prize Laureates and other
outstanding scientists in the field of energy.

World Energy

International program of Global Energy Partnership aimed at providing to public and experts from
industry and institutes the most significant and the
largest projects in the global energy.

Energy of thought

Annual scientific and practical symposium.
Students and men of science listen to young scientists, winners of Energy of Youth contest, showing results of their research, as well as the Global
Energy laureates of the current year with laureate
lectures.

Energy of adventure

The purpose is to show people from different countries that issues of energy saving and energy efficiency touch upon every person. As part of this
program, young men, who won the Energy of
Adventure contest travel around the world sharing
their impressions in social networks.

«Our country is a leading producer and consumer of energy
resources. That's why effective performance of power
complex has always been among top priority governmental
tasks. I'm sure this award «will be not only outstanding
evidence of significant achievements of scientist and
inventors, but also a good motivation to activate scientific
work in the field of energy.
Extract from President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin's speech
at The Global Energy Prize Award Ceremony.
November 20, 2002

Deliverables

Main topics of surveys

12%

of The Global Energy Non-profit Partnership

12%

44%

(10-th premium cycle)
systems for control of production, transfer and consumption of
12% Intelligent
energy (Smart Grid)

10%

22%
Geography
of Global
Energy Prize

22%
12%
44%
10%

Finding methods for development of hard-to-reach fuel and energy resources in
challenging mining and geological and natural and climatic conditions
(Arctic seas offshore, non-conventional resources)
Renewable sources of energy
New methods of energy conversion
Efficient methods of energy accumulation, including biological systems

33%
9%
7%
6%
6%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
1%

Russia
Japan
Germany
Belgium
India
France
Austria
Belarus
United Kingdom
Spain
Ukraine
Sweden
USA

Growth Dynamics Countries

Section 2

participation in nomination process
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46

48

59

2010

2011

2012

Candidates nominated by
representatives of the following
countries

Number
of persons
authorized
to nominate
candidates for
the prize

11%

16%

501

561

639

1300 1400

2700

2010

2011

2012

2010 2011

2012

4%

21%

Main directions of surveys

6%

0,1%

21%

6%
6%

9%

(10-th premium cycle)

21% General energetics
21% Energy sources (extraction,
processing, transportation)

16% Thermophysics, materials
11% Nuclear energetics
9% Thermal engineering

6%
6%
6%
4%

Electric power
Renewable solar energy
Nuclear synthesis
Fuel elementsand hydrogen
energetics
0,1% Plasma energy

Deliverables the Global Energy Prize Non-profit Partnership for 2012

Candidates
nominated by
representatives of the
following countries
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October 10, 2012. 10 years ago, on October 10, 2002 the decision was made to register an entity called Global Energy Fond. The
event became publicly known in Russia a little
bit later: on November 11, in Brussels, Russian
President Vladimir Putin announced it at
Russia-EU Summit.
October 25, 2012. World Trade Center
(Moscow, Russia) hosted Global Energy Prize
Summit. The event honored 10-th anniversary of Global Energy Prize. Later this day the
laureates of Global Energy Prize were treated at
welcome reception.
November 21, 2011. IХ Russian national
contest of youth projects in the field of energy
called Energy of youth was finalized in Moscow,
the Prize Award Ceremony honoring winners
took place on December 4 at MIPT. Three scientific groups from Yekaterinburg, Moscow and
Ust-Labinsk (Krasnoyarsk Territory) will receive
grants to continue their research. In 2012 total
sum of the grant was 1 billion rubles.

Major Events of 2012
March 6, 2012. Moscow lyceum school #1547
affiliated with National research nuclear university
MEPHI hosted award ceremony honoring winners
of III Russian Energy of Kids Contest.
In 2011 organizers received over 3000 of projects
from 70 federal states of the Russian Federation.

Section 2

April 18, 2012. International Award Committee of
Global Energy Prize appointed laureates of 2012, on
April 20 at RIA Novosti Press conference names of the
laureates were announced to the public. Rodney John
Allam, a famous professor from Great Britain, as well
as two outstanding Russian scientists became laureates of Global Energy Prize: Valery Kostyuk and RAS
Academician Boris Katorgin. They were praised for
their significant achievements in the field of energy.
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June 21, 2012. Global Energy Prize Award Ceremony took place on June 21. Laureates of 2012
were Rodney John Allam (United Kingdom), Valery
Kostyuk (Russia) and Boris Katorgin (Russia).

June 21, 2012. Laureates of Global Energy
Prize met the President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin during closed summit for
Technological Innovations and changes at world
markets in 2012. Martin Fackler, Tokyo bureau
chief for The New York Times, won the Energy of
Words international media contest organized by
the Global Energy Prize. He received the diploma
and the statuette from famous Russian scientist
Boris Katorgin, Laureate of Global Energy Prize
in 2012.
August 7, 2012. Looking for the most interesting
energy stories of the Earth, two winners of Energy
of Adventure Contest went for the round the world
trip.
These are the young power engineer from
Moscow Maria Khromova and a future economist
from Zlatoust Yegor Goloshov. Travellers shared
their impressions and findings every day during the
tour via social networks.
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Section 3

The Global Energy Prize
Award Ceremony
As part of World Energy Program,
delegations of Global Energy Partnership visited
number of world’s largest energy events, such as
World Future Energy Summit (Abu Dhabi, January 16–19, 2012), HANNOVER MESSE–2012
Exhibition (Germany, April 23–27, 2012) etc.
As part of Energy of Knowledge program in
2012 there were held two interactive lectures. On

October 26 Moscow State University of Foreign
Affairs hosted lecture on Perspectives of development of global energetics, led by laureat of
Global Energy Prize 2007 Thorsteinn Ingi
Sigfusson.
The second lecture was delivered by laureat
of Global Energy 2012, RAS academician Boris
Katorgin, followed by Prize Award Ceremony
honoring winners of IХ Energy of Youth contest.

Financial Results
Expense Items
Expences related to organization,
facilitation and support of prize events

Section 2

Global Energy Prize fund
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42,3%
27,0%

Energy of Youth 

4,3%

Energy of Kids 

1,6%

Energy of Adventure 

2,6%

Global Energy Prize Summit 

3,8%

Administration costs 

6,4%

Labor costs 
Business trip costs 

11,2%
0,9%

11,2%

0,9%

6,4%
3,8%
2,6%
1,6%
4,3%

42,3%

2012
27%

“Let me send my compliments to 2012 laureates and
organizers of this impressive contemporary event. Russia
has always been an advanced country in scientific
development as well as a key player in world energetics.”
Kandeh Yumkella, UNIDO Director General,
extract, 10 year anniversary congratulations

Global Energy Prize
Award Ceremony 2012

Global Energy Prize award ceremony
2012 took place on June 21. Traditionally
the ceremony was hosted during
Saint Petersburg International Economic
Forum

L

aureates were selected on April 18, 2012 at
Award Committee meeting, their names were
disclosed to public at a press conference on
April 20, 2012.
In 2012 the committee received 639 applications from
59 countries. The most topical projects were devoted to
renewable sources of energy, new methods of energy
conversion and development of hard-to-reach fuel
and energy resources, as well as projects devoted to
smart and efficient systems for control and accumulation of energy, cryogenic machinery and space energy.
For outstanding achievements in the field of energy,
together with famous professor from Great Britain
Rodney John Allam, two outstanding Russian scientists,
RAS Academician Valeriy Kostyk and RAS academician
Boris Katorgin became laureates. Prize Award Ceremony of Global Energy Prize took place on June 21, as
part of Saint Petersburg International Economic Forum.
On behalf of Prime Minister David Cameron, prize
laureates were praised by Tim Barrow, Great Britain
Ambassador to the Russian Federation.
“Improvement of energy efficiency is very important
for stability of global economics and our future, I do
hope to continue partnership between Russia and Great
Britain on global issues, including energy and climate
safety”, said Barrow.
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Global Prize Award Ceremony

20

Global Energy 2012 Prize Award Ceremony

Section 3

Global Energy Laureates 2012
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Summit
of Energy Companies

Technological Innovations and Changes
at Global Markets
During Saint Petersburg Economic Forum, Global Energy
laureates met Russian President Vladimir Putin in the
framework of Technological Innovations and Changes at
World Markets, closed summit

Section 3
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ies, said Vladimir Putin during the meeting. — I also
would like to underline, that Russia will continue
supporting fundamental research and applied developments. This is the key condition for global leadership in the field of energy, development and total
upgrade of Russian Fuel and Energy Complex.
This sector shall be not only a source, but also
a generator of up-to-date work places, it will give
great demand for new technologies, innovative solutions, smart investments.

Global Energy 2012 Prize Award Ceremony

W

e do understand the importance of
such revolutionary solutions.
They are capable of causing a breakthrough in energy security of all
mankind, raise wealth of millions of people, provide
new perspectives in space exploration, implementation of other large programs and projects.
Please accept my congratulations on winning your
deserved prizes. From the bottom of my heart do I
wish you a lot of success and new scientific discover-
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Laureates 2012

Rodney John Allam

Rodney John Allam
Section 3

(United Kingdom)
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Awarded for development of new processes
and equipment for production of gases
and cryogenic liquids, as well as for the
development and implementation of technology
for production of electricity in power systems

developed highly efficient oxygen
fuel energy systems based mainly
on coal, to provide greater efficiency when modernising existing
power stations operating on pulverized coal, developed integrated
СО2 compression with simultaneous elimination of other pollutants, SO2, Hg and nitrogen oxide,
worked on state-of-the-art, highlyefficient oxygen fuel energy systems
based on high operating pressure,
steam superheaters and innovative
equipment.
Took part in development of
technology for future optimising
hydrogen distribution. Offered new
concepts for hydrogen liquefaction,
hydrogen storage and transportation as well as hydrogen distribution systems at filling stations.
Developed new technologies
for producing Fischer-Tropsch
liquid hydrocarbons from natural
gas using state-of-the-art Н2 + СО
production systems.
In 2007, the inter-governmental panel team on climate change
which included Rodney John Allam
and Albert Gore was awarded the
Nobel Prize.

Valeriy Kostyuk was born on 26 August 1940 in
Zaporozhye.
In 1963 he graduated from Chelyabinsk Polytechnical Institute and then worked until 1978 at
the Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI) in various
positions from assistant to professor. From 1979
to today he has been director of the Low Temperature R&D Institute.
Under his leadership and direct participation,
research has been conducted into processes of
heat transfer and hydrodynamics of cryogenic
liquids, when boiling in conditions of forced flow
and large volume.
A number of fundamental thermophysical tasks
were solved of nonstationary transfer to single
phase and two phase media. There has been
developed A new category of high-temperature
superconducting electric machines. Developed
and implemented a unique autonomous highlyefficient nitrogen system for cryogenic support
for high capacity high-temperature superconductors. For the first time in the world, experimental
hybrid power lines have been created and tested
with liquid hydrogen and superconducting cables
based on the new superconducting compound
magnesium diboride (MgD2).
Large scale experimental research has been
conducted on applying new superconductors in
channels with liquid hydrogen. There have been
solved major applied issues of cryogenic, aviation and space rocket technology for cryostatting
cryogenic systems and a new class of refrigeration machines using ozone safe refrigerants have
been created. Research on working processes
in rocket fuel tanks and pipelines with cryogenic fuel components with changes to gravity
and alternating loads, as well as theoretical and
experimental research on nonsteady processes of
cooling liquid-fuel rocket engines before operation start.
• In 1996 he was appointed first deputy chairman of the State Committee of the Russian
Federation for Science and Technology and first
deputy minister for science and technology.
• In 1997 he was elected as RAS academician for
the Department of energy, machine building,
engineering and management processes.
• Since 2001 he has been chief scientific secretary of the RAS Presidium.
•1
 40 scientific research projects, including
11 monographs.

Valeriy Kostyuk
(Russia)

Awarded for development of
new processes and equipment for
production of gases and cryogenic
liquids, as well as for development
and implementation of technology
for production of electricity in power
systems
25

Boris Katorgin is a renowned Russian scientist and a product engineer in the field of power
engineering, member of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, member and director of R&D group
for development of high-efficiency liquid propellant rocket engines (LPRE) for peaceful use of
Outer Space. He dedicated 52 years of efforts to
this scientific area working for the same research
and production association — NPO “Energomash named after academician V. P. Glushko”.
He started and worked there as a simple design
engineer, in 1991–2005 he was at the head of
this enterprise, in the position of General Director and Chief Designer, and since 2005 he
worked in the position of Chief Designer.
Today he is the director of Educational and
Scientific Center “Physical and power engineering systems” at Moscow Aviation Institute
(National Research University) and the Department Chairman at this Institute.
He participated in creation of the basis for
development of high-output liquid propellant
rocket engines with the use of advanced process
flow-sheets, studied and adopted the processes
of engines start-up and deep throttling to optimize rocket launch cycles. He successfully solved
the problem of high-frequency combustion instability in LPRE and suggested a design solution
for anti-variation devices which have been introduced for today in the most up-to-date Energomash engines powered by ecologically friendly
cryogen fuel.
As part of international cooperation Boris
Katorgin also managed the project of development of the world renowned rocket engine
RD 180 powered with cryogen fuel. The project was introduced for the international contest
announced in the USA by Lokheed Martin Corporation to select a variant of liquid propellant
rocket engine for Atlas III and Atlas V launch
rockets. RD 180 engine is considered the best
LRPE worldwide.

Boris Katorgin

Section 3

(Russia)
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Awarded for study cycles
regarding development of highefficiency liquid propellant
rocket engines using cryogenic
fuel providing reliable
operation of space systems at
high parameters for peaceful
use of Outer Space

• Wrote more than 330 scientific works, which
includes 5 monographs and 180 inventions and
patents;
• Honored doctor at Research and Scientific
Center “Applied Chemistry”, at Samara State
Aerospace University named after S. P. Korolev,
at Moscow Aviation Technical University.
•C
 hairman of Grant Committee by the President
of Russia for section “Engineering and Exact
Sciences”. Member of editorial boards at some
science and technical magazines, Chairman of
the State Attestation Commission at Moscow
Aviation Institute.

“I would like to give special emphasis to the fact, that at
this meeting we have Laureates of Global Energy 2012.
Boris Katorgin, one of the leading developers of new
generation rocket engines which are recognized as the
best in the whole world. For example, American astronauts use Russian these engines only.
The prize went also to Academician Valery Kostyuk and
Rodney John Allam, United Kingdom scientist, Nobel
Peace Prize laureate as a member of the inter-governmental panel team on climate change. Experts consider
their innovative developments in the field of cryogenic
systems as technologies of the future.”
Russian President Vladimir Putin speaks
at Global Energy Prize Award Ceremony 2012

“I would like to congratulate British and Russian laureates
of Global Energy Prize 2012. Research of British professor R. D. Allam in the field of cryogenics and carbonless
energy systems were of great significance for development of energy efficient device. Job aimed at improvement of energy efficiency is very important for stability
of global economic and our future, and I hope partnership between Russia and Great Britain will be continued
and will cover global issues, including energy and climate
security. I would like to thank other laureates, representing Russian academy of science, academicians B. Kostyuk
and B Katorgin for their significant input into development of this direction.”
David Cameron,
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

Global Energy Prize

Press Conference on Innovations in energy efficiency
and energy saving in Russia

Section 3

On July 8, 2012 in Saint Petersburg, as part of
Global Energy Laureate’s week there took place
a press conference on Innovations in energy efficiency and energy saving in Russia.
The event was participated by Global Energy
Laureate Boris Katorgin and young scientists,
winners of Russian national contest of youth projects
called Energy of Youth.
Boris Katorgin is a Russian scientist and designer,
who became laureate of Global Energy 2012 for

28

his research regarding development of high-efficiency liquid rocket engines using cryogenic fuel. He
described his activities during the press conference:
“Few people know that American carrier rockets
Atlas use our engines.
We “pushed” American specialists and won the
competition, there had been already 36 successful
flights with our engines”. RD 180 engine with cryogenic oxidizer, developed under Boris Katorgin’s
supervision is considered best in the world. Journalists listened to young Russian scientist from four
regions of the country, whiners of youth research
projects contest. Their projects are devoted to the
most topical energy issues:
Energy efficiency, energy saving, finding alternative energy sources and energy security.
Speaking at the press conference, academician
Katorgin underlined: If we speak about science and
engineering, mankind has something to be proud of
in the field of informatics and communication. Ultimately, it is worth speaking of first space breakthrough, utilization of nuclear energy, work with
nuclear fusion”.

Energy of thought,
Scientific and practical workshop
June 9, Saint Petersburg State Polytechnic University hosted annual scientific
and practical workshop Energy of Thought
during which laureates of Global Energy
Prize 2012 Rodney Allam, Boris Katorgin
and Valeriy Kostyk delivered their lectures
to students.
This year the prize became global in the
full meaning of it: its laureates lay their
hands on space flights. Boris Katorgin
was remarked for creating engines with
cryogenic oxidizer. Valeriy Kostyuk was
remarked for creating a family of engines
which run on cryogenic gases and liquids
and use high temperature conductivity.
Last 20 years Rodney John Allam devoted
to cryogenic technologies based power
systems. Also, the workshop was participated by Russian scientists from four
regions of the country, winners of Energy
of Youth research projects contest. Every
year this contest is guided by Global
Energy. Young specialists devoted their
projects to energy efficiency, energy saving,
finding alternative sources of energy and
energy security.
For example, a scientist from Moscow
Ivan Zapunidi develops organic solar
batteries, Vadim Prihodko from Novosibirsk deals with problem of radioactive
waste disposal, Mikhail Vlaskin is focused
on hydrogen energetics.

Global Energy 2012 Prize Award Ceremony

Laureates’ week
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Receptions
June 20, laureates were received by the
Ambassador of Great Britain to Russia Tim
Barrow.
June 21, pre-party in the honor of 2012
laureates, organized by partner of the Prize,
Mercedes-Benz. Jürgen Sauer, the President of Mercedes Benz RUS warmly greeted
laureates of this year. Company top management, VIP guests, famous scientists shared
the honor of winners of such prestigious
award.

Section 3

June 21, Aqua universe museum complex
hosted receipt honoring laureates of Global
Energy 2012. During solemn meeting the
President of Global Energy Partnership Igor
Lobovsky handed commemorative medals
and diplomas to laureates.
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Global Energy laureates meet management
of FGC UES at Prospekt Ispytateley Substation

L

aureates of Global Energy
Prize 2012 visited Prospekt
Ispytateley 220Kv substation
of FGC UES in Saint Petersburg. Excursion around the topnotch and compact energy facility
of Class A in North-Western region
of Russia was delivered by Director
of Leningrad office of the company
Taras Dzyuba.
Boris Katorgin, Valeriy Kostyuk,
Rodney John Allam looked over the
equipment of the substation which
is responsible for supplying energy
to residents of Primorsky District,
Saint Petersburg with population over half million people. The
substation has all rights to be
considered as a XXI century facility
as it is fully automated, noiseless,
resistant to ambient conditions.
It is the fifth time when FGC
UES takes the role of a co-founder
of this prestigious Global Energy
Prize. Russian scientists take part
in projects dedicated to development of intellectual electrical grid,
support Federal Grid Company
during monitoring of global innovative developments and implementation of those at facilities of
federal grid company.

Section 4

10-th Anniversary
of The Global Energy Prize

“Today energy resources and their efficiency have become
the key factor in the steady development of national economies, determining the quality of people’s lives. That is
why the efforts of energy scientists, their fundamental
work and practical discoveries are in great demand. After
all, their work will give us new and promising oil and gas
fields, the technology for deep processing of raw materials, the most modern approaches to energy efficiency and
alternative energy sources. I am confident that the Prize
will serve to further consolidate the pioneering forces in
the global scientific community in the field of energy.”
President of Russia Vladimir Putin
Global Energy Prize Summit, October, 2012

Celebrating 10-th
anniversary of Global
Energy Prize

THE Global Energy prize has been given
out since 2003. Russian President Vladimir
Putin, head of Russian government
Dmitry Medvedev, chairman of State Duma
S. Narishkin, heads of other countries,
heads of international organizations,
scientists and experts from over the
world congratulated the prestigious
scientific prize in 2012
E. Velikhov was praised for input into Global Energy
project he made as a Chairman of Board of Trustees
(2007–2012) and received a high state decoration —
an Order of Friendship, while Chairman of International Award Committee (2010–2012) N. P. Laverov
received honorary certificate from the Russian President. President of Global Energy Partnership Igor
Lobovsky was honored a Medal of the order of the
Merit for the Fatherland, number of employees and
partners of Global Energy Partnership got acknowledgement from the Russian President.
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n October 25, 2012 laureates of Global Energy Prize
gathered in Moscow for a
namesake summit to discuss
the most topical issues of the industry. Alexey Kontorivich, RAS academician, laureate of Global Energy Prize
2008 mentioned that “To achieve rapid
development of Russian society we need
serious governmental investments into
fundamental scientific projects, that
will give a return in a long term, not in
a short term prospective.
Global Energy laureates emphasized a necessity to optimize all directions of industry on the basis of smart
solutions and high efficiency technologies. The meeting and discussion,
devoted to perspectives and problems
of energy which mankind will face in
the near future, as well as to methods
and the newest technologies to cope
with them was participated by all laureates ever awarded Global Energy Prize,
outstanding scientists from 5 countries.
Among participants of discussion there
were Rodney John Allam (United Kingdom), Noble Peace Prize laureate 2007
awarded as member of group of experts
led by Albert Gore. Among other participants having similar level of authority in
the scientific circles were the following
prize laureates: Klaus Riedle (Germany),
Leonard J. Koch, (USA), Thorsteinn
Ingi Sigfusson (Iceland), Brian Spalding
(Great Britain), RAS academician Boris
Katorgin, Alexey Kontorovich, Nickolay Laverov, Alexander Liontiev, Phillip
Rutberg. The brightest, polemical and
provocative event of the summit was
“Energy Dialog” with topic perpetuum
mobile: from science fiction to century’s
innovation. The leader of the discussion
was Denis Kovalevich, Head of Skolkovo Fund Nuclear Sector .The event was
participated by Global Energy Laureates.
Among invited there also were A. Novak,
Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation, advisor to the President E. Nabiullina, representatives of the largest
Russian and world energy companies.

Reception in Honor of Prize 10 Years Anniversary
October 25, 2012 A solemn
reception was held to
honor 10-th anniversary
of the prize. In warm and
solemn atmosphere there
gathered laureates from
different countries,
prize supporters and
facilitators. They received
warm compliments and
congratulations from
Global Energy company
founders: Gazprom,
Surgutneftegaz, and FGC
UES, winners of Energy
of Youth, Energy of
Kids, Energy of Words,
partners and friends of
the Prize

10 years of Global Energy

Global Energy
Prize Summit
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2002

Laureates

November 11, 2002, Brussels. Russian President Vladimir Putin during the Russia-European
Union Summit announced foundation of Russian
International Energy Prize called Global Energy
awarded for outstanding inventions and developments in the field of energy.

“Taking my opportunity, I would like to inform
you, that we, in Russia, decided to found an
international energy prize called Global Energy
awarded for outstanding fundamental and
applied scientific inventions and discoveries in the
field of energy and energetics”.
President of Russia V. Putin
at Russia-European Union Summit,
November 11, 2002, Brussels

Nick Holonyak (USA)

Gennady Mesyatz (Russia)

Ian Douglas Smith (USA)

Awarded for contribution to the
development of power silicon
electronics and invention of
the first semi-conducting lightemitting diodes in a visible part
of the spectrum.

Prize awarded for
fundamental research and
development in the field of
powerful pulse energy.

Awarded for fundamental
research and development
in the field of powerful pulse
energy.

2003
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tion for Global Energy Prize had been
completed. Right to nominate was
given to 400 specialists including 240
overseas and 160 Russian scientist.
Over 40 projects were participating in the competition. The President of the Russian Federation personally handed the reward to professor
of University of Illinois Nick Holonyak
(USA), RAS academician Gennadiy
Mesyats (Russia) and Ian Douglas
Smith (USA), General Manager of
Titan Pulse Science Division. In the
end of 2003 there occurred first international tour of Global Energy laureates in the USA. Presentation of the
prize and lectures of laureates were
successfully made in Harvard University, Scientific Center General Atomic
in New Orleans, and Berkeley University in San Francisco. In December
2003 Commersant Rating called Global
Energy one of the largest and powerful
among natural science awards.

“I would like to greet everybody who gathered here
today for Global energy prize award ceremony 2003.
Global Energy Laureates are at frontier of international scientific research and I’m glad that this year
among winners there is Russian-American team”.
George Bush, the President of the USA, White House,
June 13, 2003, Washington

“It is a solemn and remarkable event we are having
today. We are honoring
first laureates of the Global
Energy Prize. This prize is
awarded for the significant
achievements in the field
of energy. I would like to
emphasize that never before
had the world such a prize”.
President of the Russian
Federation Vladimir Putin,
Global Energy Prize Award
Ceremony, 2003

10 years of Global Energy
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January 2003 Receipt of applica-
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2004
In 2004 list of persons with right to nomi-

nate for the Prize was 524 men, among which
over 70% were foreign scientists from all over
the 32 countries of the world. Events organized
in the honor of laureates in Saint Petersburg
were visited by Russian Governmental officials, most valuable scientists from Russia and

the whole world, heads of largest power companies
from Russia and abroad.
Mikhail Fradkov, Head of Government handed the
prizes to laureates. Starting the ceremony he made
a special point about the attention paid to the prize
the President of Russia Vladimir Putin and greeted
the laureates 2004 on his behalf.
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Fyodor Mitenkov
(Russia)

Alexander Sheindlin
(Russia)

Leonard Koch
(USA)

Awarded for development
of physical-technical basis
and creation of fast neutron
reactors.

Received the prize for fundamental research of thermo-physical properties of substances at
extremely high temperatures for
energetics.

Awarded for fundamental
research of thermophysical
properties of substances at
high temperatures for energetic.

After the Prize Award Ceremony, Global Energy Laureates 2004
delivered lectures on the topic of their research. Over 200 scientists as well as students and post graduates from specialized
higher educational institutions were invited to the lectures. Later
that day there was held an Energy Dialog, a meeting of Russian
country management with managers of world’s largest energy
companies. The main topic for discussion that time was energy
security.
This year there occurred two more remarkable events: start of
youth program was announced in October, I Youth contest for
research grants started receiving applications. Nowadays this is
Russian national contest of youth research projects in the field of
energy called Energy of Youth.
The second event was announcement of I journalist contest
called Energy of News. Now this is international media contest
Energy of Words.

“We happened to live in the epoch, when intellectual potential became the most important factor providing ongoing
development of mankind. The situation around the energy
sector is an ultimate proof of that. During the twentieth
century global economy has been exposed to raising demand
on power sources. Reduction of traditional power sources
coupled with growing burden onto nature make us searching for new sources of energy and more rational and safe
utilization of the existing ones. Scientist play a remarkable
role in that”.
Mikhail Fradkov,
Head of Government of the Russian Federation,
Global Energy Prize Award Ceremony 2004

Since 2004 Global Energy had been an active
participant and co-organizer of many large
international energy events

10 years of Global Energy
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2005
were cientists from Russia,
USA, Germany, Japan,
Spain, Ukraine, France,
Australia, England, China,
Italy, Switzerland, Canada,
India. 89 projects were
applied for the Prize in
2005. Global Energy Prize
Award Ceremony honoring its laureates Zhores
Alferov (Russia) and
Professor Klaus Ridle
(Germany) took place on
June 17, 2005 in Russian
President’s residency in
Strelna, Saint Petersburg
suburbs.
Second Road Show
of Global Energy laureates took place in October 2005. This was a very
unusual visit to Germany:
together with 2005 laureates, laureates of youth
contest participated in the
events as well.

Laureates

Jacques Chirac, President of France,
extract from the greeting word

Zhores Alferov, (Russia)

Klaus Riedle (Germany)

Awarded for or fundamental researches and a considerable practical contribution
to creation of semi-conductor
energy converters used in solar
and electrical.

Awarded for development and
creation of powerful hightemperature gas turbines for
steam and gas power.

March 2005, Noble Prize winners and Global
Energy Laureates met in Saint Petersburg

Section 4
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ers: Evgeniy Velekhov (Russia),
Dr. Robert Aymar (France) and
Dr. Masaji Yoshivaka (Japan) Iter is
an joint international project uniting top notch scientific programs
of controlled thermonuclear fusion
research. Iter project was recognized
as the largest experiment in the field
of thermonuclear energy it is aimed
at facilitating scientific and technological capability of utilization of
thermonuclear energy for civilian
purpose.

Vladimir Putin, President of the Russian
Federation, extract from the opening speech

Laureates

2006
The Prize was awarded
to ITER project and its found-

Michel Nobel, a grandson of great
scientist, inventor of dynamite Alfred
Nobel visited Energy of Youth prize
giving ceremony

“Today we honor new Global Energy laureates, an international team of ITER thermonuclear reactor developers.
Russia, United states of America, European
Union, Canada, China and South Korea joint
their efforts to create a conceptually new
source of energy. This is a special pleasure
for me to hand this high international prize
to academician Evgeniy Velikhov, Dr. Robert
Aymar, Dr Masaji Yoshivaka. I am convinced,
that Global Energy Prize facilitates integration of world’s best scientific forces, finding
breakthrough approaches of research and
development aimed at energy supply for all
mankind”.

“Japan supports Russian initiatives
of ensuring energy security. These
issues have to be resolved by whole
international community. Raising energy issues, we must facilitate
research in this field, namely in the
field of efficient and safe energy use.
From this point of view I highly
appreciate the Prize, which honors
scientists, who made a considerable contribution into the field of
energy”.
Dzsunicsiró Koizumi,
Prime Minister of Japan

Evgeniy Velikhov
(Russia)

Robert Aymar
(France)

Masaji Yoshivaka
(Jajpan)

Awarded for development of scientific and technical basis for creation
of international thermonuclear reactor (ITER project).

10 years of Global Energy

Global Energy
nominees 2005

Together with all representatives of global
academic community I am glad, that Global
Energy International Award Committee made
a decision of 2006 in favor of your team, now
you are going receive this high prize. This decision confirms an exceptional input of each of
you into ITER project implementation. I think
this prize will as well mark a defining role
which Russian Federation, Japan, European
Union and France played all together.”
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2007

Section 4

there took place the Laureates’ Week. Energy
of Thought, international scientific and practical workshop gave it a start. For the first time
the workshop gathered together several generations of scientists: Global Energy Laureates and
winners of Energy of youth, a Russian national
contest of youth research projects. Also, during
the week there took place several press-conferences, briefing of Global Energy Laureates.
2007 was an eventful year for participants and
winners of Energy of Youth, Russian contest of
youth energy projects. Apart from traditional
Energy of youth contest, young scientists took an
active part 20-th WEC energy congress in Rome,
held as a part of Youth Forum WEC 2007. It has
been a fourth time when journalists, who won
4-th Energy of words contest, were praised at
Prize Award Ceremony.
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“Research and innovations in the field
of energy play a very important role
in the world challenging issues energetics and environmental protection.
However, it is insufficient to develop
new technologies only. We need open
and competitive markets as well as
clear regulatory framework which
will allow us to proliferate new technologies all over the world. We have to
make connection between fundamental and applied research stronger to
facilitate implementation of technologies at the market. Today’s laureates,
all three of them made exceptional
efforts to achieve this purpose.”

Thorsteinn Ingi Sigfusson
(Iceland)

Vladimir Nakoryakov
(Russia)

Geoffrey Hewitt
(United Kingdom)

Awarded for research and development to implement hydrogen
energy generation in Iceland.

Awarded for development of Physicotechnical Bases of Power Technologies, Hydrodinamics and Heat Exchange, Non-Stationary and
Wave Processes in Multiphase Mediums.

Tony Blare,
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom,
extract from the greeting word 2007

“When in 2003 the leading countries founded international
partnership for hydrogen economy in Washington, Professor Thorsteinn Sigfusson was one of the project leaders. It was
a great honor for Iceland that Russian decided to award the
Global Energy Prize to Professor Thorsteinn Sigfusson. Applying joint efforts, Russia and Iceland can achieve significant
results in global development of new and responsible energy
economy”.
Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson, President of Iceland,
extract from greeting word, 2007

“You know we reach certain challenges these days. Significant part
of the challenges comes from field of
energy.
It is difficult to solve such problems
at the political level due to different interests of the parties. But it’ll
be impossible to solve them without
an input of people involved in scientific activities. Because there will be
no basis for solution without scientific support”.
Vladimir Putin, the President
of the Russian Federation,
Prize Award Ceremony 2007

10 years of Global Energy

On June 5–10, 2007
in Saint-Petersburg

Laureates
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2008
Laureates’ week 2008 this time included Global Energy Prize Award Ceremony,

briefing, Energy of Youth scientific and practical workshop, meeting of laureates and
Saint Petersburg youth.
Photo show called Global Energy Prize Laureate-ITER project — solving mankind energy
problems was opened on February 12, 2008, it was devoted to first official meeting of ITER
council. The exhibition took place simultaneously in seven embassies of ITER participant
countries.
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Oleg Favorsky (Russia)

Eduard Volkov (Russia)

Prize for researches in the field of
Applied Gas dynamics, development and creation of gas turbine
engines, equipment for decentralized electro power and highly
effective gas pumping stations.

Awarded for theoretical justification creation and commissioning of high efficiency technologies for production of synthetic fuel
made from oil shales and oil sands allowing to partially compensate world’s demand in energy sources.

“On behalf of Canadians I would like to
heartily congratulate the winners of International Global Energy Prize 2008.
Your success is fully deserved and builds
upon the results of many years of outstanding contributions to increasing the efficiency of oil and gas use around the globe.
Your efforts also remind us once again that
as the world’s two largest northern countries, Canada and Russia have much to
share and nowhere is this truer than in the
oil and gas sector”.
Greeting from Prime Minister
of Canada Stephen Harper

Clement Bowman (Canada)

Our country is not only investing in
increasing production and exports
of energy resources but also in
developing energy infrastructure.
Fundamental research in this area
was and remains important for us.
I am referring to the development of energy efficient technology and improving the energy
efficiency of production. And, of
course, it is precisely science that
is able to expand the boundaries of
our knowledge about new types of
energy.
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev’s
speech at Prize Award
Ceremony 2008

10 years of Global Energy
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2009
In Saint Petersburg there took place a Laure-

ates’ Week called Energy of Future, which hosted
number of important cultural and scientific events.
Aside from the prize award ceremony, there took
place many significant activities: Energy of Thought
scientific and practical workshop, visit to Pravoberezhnaya Power station round table with prize laureates and management of Territorial Generating
Company–1.
In the beginning of December winners of Energy
of Youth Russian national contest of youth projects
received their grants. Energy of Kids, now projects

of Global Energy was successfully launched in 2009.
Vinzavod Contemporary Art Center hosted exhibition projects in April. Among year’s most significant one can mark participation of Global Energy
in presentation of book by International Award
Committee member Vladimir Kvint, “Global forming market, strategy, management and economy”
and video conference between Moscow and Delhi
devoted to Alternative sources of fuel during world
financial crisis”. Among the participants from the
Russian side there were Vladimir Kvint and winners
of V Energy of Youth Russian national contest.

“I would like to congratulate the laureates
for this year’s Global Energy Prize. Work
on improved energy efficiency is vital to the
sustainable recovery of the global economy
and to our future. I look forward to continued co-operation between the UK and Russian
governments on this agenda”.
Greeting from Gordon Brown,
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

Without exaggeration we can say that the energy future of our planet
is in the hands of the scientists and Russia will continue to support this
kind of research, invest in this work and assist the various institutions
in which it is conducted. The Global Energy Prize is an example of this.
Today it is a one of a kind award that is recognised world-wide.
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev Speech at 2009
Global Energy Prize Award Ceremony

Laureates
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Alexey Kontorovich
(Russia)

Nikolai Laverov
(Russia)

Brian Spalding
(United Kingdom)

Awarded for researches on the
implementation of new methods
of surveying, prospecting and
exploiting of hydrocarbonbearing deposits

Awarded for fundamental research and large-scale
implementation of the methods of surveying, prospecting
and exploiting of oil, gas and
uranium deposits, rationale and
discovering of the largest provinces of energy minerals.

Awarded for multiple original concepts of heat and mass
exchange, which are an instrument of practical calculations
in power engineering, heat engineering, and many other technologies.

10 years of Global Energy
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In 2009 a new Project of Global Energy,
a contest called Energy of Kids was
successfully launched
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2010
dedicated to prize award ceremony traditionally held in
June, in Saint Petersburg. It
became a significant event
as a part of Saint Petersburg
XIV International Economic
Forum. During the Laureates’ week there were held
Global Energy session devoted
to future of Gas market,
round table in electrophysics and electric power of
Russian Academy of Science,
Energy of Thought, scientific and practical workshop in
Saint Petersburg State Polytechnic University, solemn
reception honoring 2010
laureates. Traditionally in
March and December 2010
there occurred ceremonies
praising winners of Energy
of Youth and Energy of Kids
contests. Energy of Knowledge program was launched:
as part of it there was started
a cycle of monthly interactive lectures by prize laureates
for students and post graduates of leading Russian higher
education institutions.

Section 4

In 2010 there was
launched Energy of
Knowledge program
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“ A yearly summary is, of course, an opportunity to learn about
achievements in the field of energy and draw attention to the
global energy security problems, which is especially relevant
today.
Russia’s input into ensuring this security is certainly not
measured merely in cubic metres of gas and barrels of oil.
Today, we are truly trying to actively stimulate corresponding
domains of knowledge and technologies, and promote fundamentally new products. It is also important that we are striving
to make the extraction of energy resources safer for the environment, while making them more affordable to average people.”
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev Speech
at 2010 Prize Award Ceremony

Laureates

Alexander Leontiev
(Russia)

Boris Paton
(Ukraine)

Awarded for fundamental
research in the area of intensification of heat transfer in power
plants.

Awarded 2010 Global Energy
Prize for his contribution to solving scientific and technical problems involved in pipeline transportation of energy resources and
energy machine building.

“With all my heart, I would like to congratulate you on your success in being awarded
the Global Energy Prize for 2010.Your scientific achievements and long standing applied
research has found a worthy place in the
intellectual treasury of humanity and is one
that our sister nations can be proud of.
In the quickly changing world of today, efficient energy technology is the corner stone
of successful economic development for both
Russia and Ukraine, to enhance their competitive ability and improve the standard of
living for their citizens”.
Greeting from President of Ukraine
Viktor Yanukovich

10 years of Global Energy

Laureates’ week, was
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2011
On June 17, 2011 there

took place an International Global Energy Prize
Award Ceremony to 2011
laureates. As part of Laureates’ week there was held
Energy of Thought workshop, solemn receipt in the
honor of laureates, meeting
with FGC UES management
and other events. Energy
of Youth, Energy of Kids,
Energy of Knowledge continued their successive development. Energy of words media
contest for the first time had
a brand new format: –it was
participated by media from all
over the world, this time the
award went to Terry Macalister, editor of Guardian’s
Energy column.

“Growth of the Prize authority
is in its highest degree related
to the fact, that during selection of nominees, the biggest
attention is paid to energy
efficiency issues (which is
confirmed by today’s laureates choice), i.e. to the future
of energetics. Both laureates
have great achievements. It is
very interesting, as both laureates are nominated in the field
of energy efficiency. In my
view, this proves that energy
efficiency turns into global key
direction of development.”

Laureates

Philipp Rutberg (Russia)

Arthur Rosenfeld (USA)

Awarded 2011 Global Energy
Prize for fundamental research
and development of energy
plasma technologies.

Awarded 2011 Global Energy
Prize in recognition of his
pioneering energy efficiency
work.

Russian President
Dmitry Medvedev Speech
at 2011 Prize Award
Ceremony

Section 4

On November 1, Global Energy Partnership
launched a new program called Energy of
Adventure
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Global Energy's programs

“The Global Energy Prize exists to celebrate and encourage
innovations draw society’s attention to the continued need
for development in the energy field.
Perhaps there is no other sector where the scientific,
geopolitical, economic and other interests of a country are
so deeply connected”.
Energy Asia, Singapore

A development made by scientific team from Krasnodar proves
possibility of wide usage of solar
energy, in the everyday life.
Unique superfine semiconductor plastic bases solar batteries may be used in the residential houses. Moreover, they are

Russian national contest of youth
research projects in the field of energy
called Energy of youth has been held by
Non-profit Partnership Global Energy
annually since 2004

E

the cause of corrosion and ensure
resistance of materials. The third
winner is a muscovite Tatiana
Pantzirnaya. She represented for
the judgment of commission her
project for processing of hazardous
man-made emissions via biotechnologies.

Statistics

of Energy of Youth

Geography

The contest covers
85 cities,195 scientific
educational institutions

Regions of Russia rated by
number of applications (2012)


Moscow
Saint Petersburg
Novosibirsk region
Belgorod region
Irkutsk region
Kemerovo region
Kirov region
Krasnoyarsk region
Primorskiy region
Tatarstan republic
Tyumen region
Astrakhan region
Krasnodar region
Leningrad region
Nizhniy Novgorod region
Omsk region
Oryol region
Karelia republic

25
8
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Samara region
Sverdlovsk region
Tomsk region
Ulyanovsk region
Khabarovsk territory
Chelyabinsk region

Total number

of young scientists participated in part
Energy of Youth, Russian national
contest of research projects

2011

422
2010

Covered 56%
regions (49 of 87)

Rating of research directions (2012)
27

14

15

4

15

17

8

2004

98

2012

359 453
2009

2
2
2
2
2
2

2008
252 179

2005

104
2006

126
2007

127

27

Improvement of energy efficiency

14

Improvement of efficiency of fuel
and energy production from organic
raw materials

15

Technology of processing and
disposal of technogenic formations
and waste

4

Mitigation of risks and consequences
of natural and technogenic disasters

efficient fuels
15 Energy
for transport systems

17
8

Environmentally safe
development of deposits and extraction
reserves
Conditions
and tendencies of
natural gas global
market development

Global Energy Programs

very year it gets more and more dignified — for
the last eight years 161 young scientists from
37 research centers won the contest. Currently,
the program covers 56% of regions and 74 % of
Russian territory.
As Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev mentioned in his
greeting word to participants and guests of Energy of Youth
2011 Prize Award Ceremony: “ Power Complex is the most
important strategic branch of Russian economy, its modernization , implementation of innovative and energy efficient technologies is a priority task. We have to apply the
best international practice together with our own know
how, attract creative specialists to work. I account, that your
knowledge, creative energy and longing to make your significant input will help to solve the key issues”.
On November 16, in Moscow the IX Russian national
contest of youth research project called Energy of Youth was
wrapped up.
Global Energy Prize Commission of experts selected
the contest winners. The commission includes members
of youth experts council — winners of Energy of youth of
previous years.
In 2012 the best scientific projects belonged to teams from
three regions of Russia: Krasnodar territory, Moscow and
Sverdlovsk region.
On December 3, 2012 there took place IX Energy of
Youth, national research projects contest prize award ceremony. Three scientific teams received grants to continue
their research. For the first time young scientist will receive
one million rubles, which is twice as much, as compared to
previous years.

very easy to produce. A project by
scientific team from Yekaterinburg
touches upon the problem of durability of materials for liquid salt
nuclear reactors of IV generation.
The authors developed complex
technology for analysis of corrosion process, which allows to find
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Russian national contest of children projects in the field
of energy called Energy of Kids has been held since 2009

I

ts goal is to make energy
knowledge available for
kids and youth and form the
interest towards this important topic, as well as responsibility for the future of the planet.
For the three years the contest
has been participated by over
9000 of kids from 7 to 17 years
old. The contest covered the
whole country. Projects were
sent from remote parts of Russia.
On February 9 in Moscow took
place the final meeting of jury of
III Energy of Kids contest.
Members of contest committee chose 9 winners in three
age groups, all of them came
to Moscow for a solemn prize

award ceremony which took
place on March 6, 2012.
Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev greeted participants
and winners of the contest.
The President marked, that
“This contest not only helps you
better understand what the energetics is, how important it is for
development of today’s world,
but it also teaches you to think
creatively, gives the opportunity
to show your capabilities in literature, music, painting, photography, computer technologies”.
In 2011, the contest was participated by 3170 kids from 8
federal districts 70 entities of the
Russian Federation.

World Energy
was launched in в 2009

T

he main goal of the
program is to show to
public, industrial and
institutional experts the
most significant and high scale
projects of the world energetics.
The program facilitates development of the prize as an international energetic event, promotion
of the prize abroad, popularization of responsible attitude
towards planet’s resources.
Over the 10 years, representatives of Global Energy visited
the biggest energy events of the
world, such as Sustainability Day
(Spain 201), Financial Times
Global Energy Leaders Summit
(Great Britain) Economic Forum
in Krynica (Poland) and many

others. In January 2012, representatives of Global Energy took
part in international conference called World Future Energy
Summit (Abu Dhabi, UAE, January 2012). Also, prize representatives participated in presentation of revolutionary joint project
of Russian scientists from Tomsk
and Icelandic professor, laureate of Global Energy Thorsteinn
Ingi Sigfusson at one of the largest European exhibitions —
Hannover Messe 2012. The scientists presented water fuel cells,

developed and implemented,
safe for environment, able to
extract hydrogen from water via
electrolysis. The fuel obtained
may be used for submarines and
airplanes, as well as for heating
low rise buildings.
Global Energy Prize Summit,
large international event was
organized by Global Energy on
its 10 year anniversary: leading world scientists discussed
problems challenging mankind,
perspective technologies in the
field of energy.

Global Energy launched Energy
of Adventure in 2011

of Energy of Kids (2012)
2012 contest participants:

Total Statistics

by age categories (2011)

Section 5

federal districts
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3170
kids

entities of the
Russian Federation

9-13 year old

5-8 year old

14-17 year old

The structure of age categories changed in
2011: if in 2010 the 5-8 years old category
was the avant-garde (over 80%), now it’s
9-13 years old category (50%) who is taking
the lead.

For the three
years
the contest
has been
participated
by over 9000
kids aged
7 to 17

T

scientist, laureate of Global Energy: “It is very
important, that today’s energy challenges have
to be discussed by young generation. We need
to encourage youth’s interest to how the world
will manage growing demand in energy sources
under conditions of environmental problems and
climatic changes. Every step of the project was
described in Yegor and Maria’s blog in Twitter
www.twitter.com/energyadventure
and Facebook www.fb.com/energyofadventure.

Global Energy Programs

Statistics

he goal of the program is to show to
people from different countries that issues
of energy efficiency, energy saving and
safety touch upon every person, to attract
attention to modern global and local energy issues
and inspire people to think about their possible
decisions made.
New international project of Global Energy was
started on November 1, 2011 as a Russian national
contest.
Young participants aged 18 to 26 were going to
fight for the right to go to round-the-world trip
and visit 21 countries for three months, daily sharing with the world impressions and little energy
inventions via Twitter and Facebook.
Maria Khromova from Moscow and future economist from Zlatoust Yegor Goloshov went to seek
the sensations. Klaus Riedle, famous German
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The Energy of Knowledge program was announced in 2010

M

ain goals of the
program is to form
youth’s positive
impressions regarding energy in whole and nuclear
energy in particular, its perspectives, safety, demand, unlock
potential of young scientist, facilitate solution of HR problems in
Russian energy.

As part of conjoint work there
take place lectures of Global
Energy laureates for students

and postgraduates for students of
leading higher educational institution of Russia. First lecture of
the cycle was delivered by the
President of Russian scientific
center Kurchatovsky institute, by
Global Energy Laureate academician of RAS E.P. Velikhov. The
lecture was broadcasted in 23
Russian higher educational institutions, listened to more than
7000 students. Also, lectures were
delivered by laureate of Global
Energy Fedor Mitenkov and
member of International Award
Committee Tom Blees. In 2012
there were held two interactive
lectures. On October 26 a lecture
called Perspectives of hydrogen
power development in the world
took place in MGIMO, delivered
by famous Icelandic scientist,
laureate of Global Energy 2007
Thorsteinn Ingi Sigfusson. The
second lecture was delivered by
Laureate of Global Energy 2012,
academician RAS Boris Katorgin
prior to IХ Energy of Youth Prize
Award Ceremony.

Announcements for 2013
April 17, 2013 Global Energy Award Committee meeting
April 18, 2013 Press conference Announcement of Global Energy 2013 Laureates
18 to 23, June 2013 Global Energy Laureates’ Week, Saint Petersburg
The scientist spoke about
cryogenic fuels rocket engines
applied for peaceful exploration
of space. Liequid fuel engines
for Russian market have special
energy characteristics, unlike
any other engines in the world.
This uniqueness can be achieved
by improving degree of expansion of products of combustion.
Guests watched two movies
about successful launch of
Atlas-3 and Atlas-5 rockets
which efficiently combined
Russian and American technologies.

June 20, 2013 Press conference of Global Energy Prize Laureates
Meeting of International Award Committee, Saint Petersburg
XI Global Energy 2013 Prize Award Ceremony

June 21, 2013 Reception in the honor of XI Global Energy Prize
Laureates, Saint Petersburg

September 1, 2013 Start of applications receipt for participation in X Energy of
Youth contest

November 1, 2013 Start of nomination applications receipt for XII International
Global Energy Prize

End of applications receipt for participation in X Energy of
Youth contest

December 2013 Prize Award Ceremony honoring winners of X Energy of Youth
research projects contest

Section 5

Energy of Words is an international
media contest founded by Global Energy
Partnership in 2004 to praise media and
journalists promoting information on
energy problems
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A

rticles of foreign federal and regional
media can be nominated for contest.
Nominees are authors of article with the
most profound detalization of energy
problems. Articles are evaluated by Global Energy
International Award Committee. Since 2011 the
contest became an international one. The organizational committee received articles from 20 countries,
in 11 languages in 2012.

Winner of Energy of Words media contest 2012
organized be Global Energy was Martin Fackler,
head of Tokyo branch of New York Times. Fackler received the statuette and diploma from famous
Russian scientist Boris Katorgin, Laureate of Global
Energy 2012.
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Founders

Partners

Contact information
Global Energy Non-profit Partnership
107031, Russia, Moscow,
Kuznetsky most, 3, bld. 2
tel.: +7(495) 739-54-35;
fax: +7(495) 692-19-83.

www.globalenergyprize.org

General affairs: info@ge-prize.org
Nomination process (only for members):
nomination@ge-prize.org
Partnership: partner@ge-prize.org
Publications and media competitions
Energy of Words: press@ge-prize.org
The project Energy of Youth and Energy Thought projects:
energia_molodosti@ge-prize.org

